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Abstracts

This article explores the question of what we can consider to be real in drug policy. It examines two increasingly common aspects of drug policy analysis; radical constructionist critique and successionist data science. It shows how researchers using these assumptions have produced interesting findings, but also demonstrates their theoretical incoherence, based on their shared ‘flat ontology’. The radical constructionist claim that reality is produced within research methods – as seen in some qualitative studies - is shown to be unsustainably self-defeating. It is analytically ‘paralyzing’. This leads to two inconsistencies in radical constructionist studies; empirical ambivalence and ersatz epistemic egalitarianism. The Humean successionist approach of econometric data science is also shown to be unsustainable, and unable to provide explanations of identified patterns in data. Four consequent, limiting characteristics of this type of drug policy research are discussed: causal inference at a distance, monofinality, limited causal imagination, and overly confident causal claims. The article goes on to describe the critical realist approach towards ‘depth ontology’ and ‘generative causation’. It provides examples of how this approach is deployed in critical realist reviews and discourse analysis of drug policy. It concludes by arguing that critical realism enables more deeply explanatory, methodologically eclectic and democratically inclusive analysis of drug policy development and effects.
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Introduction

Theory matters. As drug policy researchers, we base our work on assumptions about what the world in which drug policies operate is. And so we must consider ontology. The importance of this topic has been raised by authors who have written of the ‘ontological politics’ of drug policy. With this phrase, Robin Dwyer and David Moore (2013: 205) – citing Law (2004) - referred to the processes through which ‘the “real” is made more or less possible, more or less probable, more or less real’. The question addressed by this article is: what can we consider to be real in drug policy? The reason this is a political question is that how we answer it will be influenced by – and will go on to influence - distributions of power, in part by affecting who gets to have a say on drug policy. As Law (2004:8) put it, ‘[s]ince social (and natural) science investigations interfere with the world, in one way or another they always make a difference, politically and otherwise.’

Before presenting a critical realist answer to the question of reality in drug policy, I will consider examples of two other approaches that are increasingly used in drug policy analysis. I will refer to them as radical constructionism and successionism in data science. I use these recondite terms in order to be more precise in targeting my critique. I am not attempting to dismiss the contribution of all work carried out in the name of causal inference (Hernán, Hsu, & Healy, 2019; Holland, 1986) or the ontological turn (Law, 2004; Mol, 2002), still less to discount the insights of all econometric or
post-structuralist analyses of drug policy. Indeed, critical realism shares much with each of these approaches, including the desire to create more sophisticated understandings of complex social processes. Rather, I am targeting two particular ontological positions within some instances of these approaches. Radical constructionism is characterised by the claim that reality is internal rather than external to our methods of studying it; that there is no reality anterior to observation. Successionism in data science involves the belief that real causes can be identified directly from patterns in data. Consideration of the methodological strengths and ontological weaknesses of research influenced by these positions will lead to description and examples of a critical approach to drug policy which is both anti-foundationalist and realist (Crückshank, 2003); a critical realist ontology of drug policy.

The analytical paralysis of radical constructionist ontology in drug policy research

An increasing body of research on drug policy ‘explores the way policy problems are constructed, and agendas are set and delineated by dominant frames and narratives’ (Gstrein, 2018: 75). The great value of such approaches is that they remind us of the contingency of knowledge. However, this epistemological advantage can be blurred by taking an ontological position that denies the very possibility of knowledge. This is because radical constructionism suggests that nothing can be considered to exist that is external or prior to discourse and actions. So it denies the independent, intransitive existences of the essential referent of knowledge; reality. I want to be clear here that I am not claiming that ‘ontologically oriented’ researchers operates a crudely sophist denial of the existence of reality. But they do argue that reality is constituted rather than discovered by our attempts to know it. In line with social constructionism, they insist on the ‘made-ness’ of the phenomena we study (Fraser, Moore, & Keane, 2014: 18). They then takes an ‘extra crucial step beyond…constructionism in the common sense’ by arguing that these constructions are not ‘singular and terminal’, but rather continually being made and remade in ongoing practices of ‘enactment’ (Ibid: 17-19). Fraser, Moore and Keane also rejects the “soft” constructionism in which the social constructed concepts [e.g. of alcohol and addiction] are distinct from the reality of biology and pharmacology’ (Ibid:130). Rather, ‘all is practice: no other (founding) reality lurks behind them’ (Ibid: 21). It is for these reasons that I describe the aspect of examples of the ontological turn that I criticise here as a form of radical constructionism.

Many studies have shown that people hold knowledge about drug policy that takes different forms and has various contents. Their knowledges are contingent on the point they occupy in space and time, as well as their disciplinary training. The nature of the ‘drug problem’ itself is not an independently given, Durkheimian ‘social fact’. Dwyer and Moore’s (2013) study valuably showed, for example, the ways in which different knowledges on methamphetamine have been constructed in Australia. Interesting research has also been done on the construction and enactment of the ‘contexts’ of drug use (Duff, 2014), of the ‘problem’ of crack (e.g. Hartman & Golub, 1999; Reinarman & Levine, 1997), of heroin (e.g. Carnwath & Smith, 2002), of methadone (Rhodes, Azbel, Lancaster, & Meyer, 2019), of hepatitis C (Rhodes, Lancaster, Harris, & Treloar, 2018), and of cannabis (e.g. Acevedo, 2007). Addiction has been analysed as made through social construction and ‘evidencing’ (Fraser et al., 2014; Keane, 2002, 2012; Moore & Fraser, 2013; Seear, 2019; Reinarman, 2005), as has drug treatment (valentine, 2009), and the very concept of ‘drugs’ (Race, 2013; Seddon, 2010).  

1 Not all of the works cited here adopt a radical’ constructionist approach. I use them here as examples of the value of studying how accounts of drugs and drug policy are contingent on time, space and the scientific
Responses to drug problems are not naturally occurring, inevitable consequences of neutrally scientific and rational deliberation. They are products of social (and – in post-humanist accounts - material) processes. ‘Solutions’ to drug problems are constructed through discourses, which are the sets of words, images and symbols which form drug policy. We can learn valuable lessons by studying how these discourses operate in constructing new realities of drug effects and policies (Fraser & Seeare, 2011; Moore & Fraser, 2015; Stevens, 2019).

But in order to see the value of this knowledge, we need a conceptual framework which allows for the possibility that there is a reality that is external to it. The claim that ‘scientific processes produce their objects’ (Moore, 2011: 82) cannot provide a sound basis for analysis. If knowledge claims refer to enactments of reality, rather than to reality itself, and there are no methodological criteria for judging how well they describe reality - because ‘the realities of drug use and addiction do not pre-exist our attempts to know them’ (Dilkes-Frayne, 2018: 1548) - then how are we to assess which knowledge we should use as a basis for action in drug policy? Without having some basis for such ‘judgemental rationality’, analysis is paralysed (Archer et al., 2017). It cannot move us forwards towards more adequate accounts of reality. All it can do is throw up a ‘multiplicity’ of competing ‘forms of reality’ (Moore, 2011: 85).

This problem was recognised by one of the principle authors of the ontological turn, Annemarie Mol. Dwyer and Moore (2013) quoted her claim that ‘reality does not precede the mundane practices in which we interact with it, but is rather shaped within these practices’ (Mol, 1999: 75). The logical implication of this claim is that there is no basis for thinking that one form of knowledge is superior to another, because knowledge is interior to our methods of knowing, rather than being grounded in a reality that lies outside them. In her study of medical practice, Mol (2002: 154) acknowledged that this detachment of knowledge from an external referent is potentially ‘paralyzing’. It makes it impossible for studies of science to answer the question of ‘what makes science studies better than the self-interpretation of scientists, or lay opinion? What are the grounds for its own claims to expertise?’ (Ibid: 155). And here it the heart of the problem with radical constructionism. It is self-contradictory. Its maxims do not survive being applied to themselves. It claims an expertise which advances knowledge, while stating that there are no external criteria for preferring this form of knowledge over any other.

This self-contradiction is evident in two common inconsistencies in some contemporary qualitative drug policy research; empirical ambivalence and ersatz epistemic egalitarianism.

The empirical ambivalence of radical constructionism is visible in the two positions it simultaneously adopts towards the data that it uses in creating accounts of how drug policy realities are made. A common research method in the critique of ontological politics - as used by Dwyer and Moore (2013), Fraser et al (2014), Sarmineto et al (2019) and many others - is the gathering of data on discourses presented in interviews, media articles and other texts. The radical constructionism of the ontological turn analyses these data as both representative and constitutive of realities. They

---

2 Take, for example, Law’s (2004:155) statement that ‘there are no general rules. Instead there are only specific and enacted overlaps between provisionally congealed realities’. This is itself a statement of a general maxim, or rule.
contain accounts of drugs and drug policies, but they also create these entities. Radical constructionist analysis must also acknowledge its own role in ‘enacting’ the realities of these discourses, which can no more be antecedent or anterior than the realities which they themselves enact. As Fraser et al (2014:17) put it, practices go ‘all the way down’. The problem with this is that it asserts that there is nothing at the bottom that is not practice. This article would be an enactment of enactments of enactments and so on. Even the antecedent real existence of the textual data that is gathered for analysis is in doubt and could, in the terms of the ontological turn, be ‘otherwise’.

In practice, radical constructionist analysis tends to ‘slip back and forth’ (Graeber, 2015: 20) between a ‘semantic’ understanding of ontology (which refers to the beliefs that people hold about reality) and a ‘rational’ version, where ontology refers to what really is (Calvert-Minor, 2014). Indeed, radical constructionism tends to treat these two versions of ontology interchangeably, rejecting the ‘soft’ constructionist separation of concepts from realities. For example, Fraser et al (2014:136) wrote that ‘material objects – such as alcohol – are neither purely the product of social practices nor entirely determined by their supposedly intrinsic material attributes’. This contradicts their earlier statement on practices going ‘all the way down’. If this is the case, and the intrinsic-ness of objects is merely ‘supposed’, then material objects are purely the product of social practices, as there is not a basic, ‘anterior’ material on which to ground these practices.3

This self-contradictory ambivalence leads us to the problem of epistemic egalitarianism, or the claim that no particular way of representing what occurs is superior to a contrasting account. This is not a claim that is always made directly by radical constructionist studies of drug policy. It is, however, implicit in their repeated claims that realities are multiple and that there are no empirical grounds for choosing between these realities, as they are produced within our methods.

*Ersatz* epistemic egalitarianism involves professing to hold this belief while creating accounts of the world that are self-evidently presented as being superior to others.4 For example, Dwyer and Moore (2013: 210) stated they did not intend to offer a ‘“better” version of methamphetamine’. But a few sentences later, they called for accounts that are ‘less alarmist’ and ‘more nuanced’. Can it really be contended that such accounts were not intended to be better than the discourses that Dwyer and Moore critically analysed? An account which is more nuanced can hardly be intended to be worse, or even equal. An accusation of alarmism only makes sense if it alleges misrepresentation, not just different representation. In another article on methamphetamine, Moore and Fraser (2015: 91) called for research ‘to treat its objects of investigation with greater rigour and precision’. This is a welcome call, but it depends on there being objects external to our methods which can be described more precisely. If, as Law (2004: 148) recognised, the question of truth remains ‘critical’ and is not to be judged ‘on the basis of whim or volition’, then we need some basis for preferring some accounts over others. Again, we need a form of ‘judgemental rationality’ (Archer et al., 2017).

Indeed, in their discussion of Room’s (2003) work on the ‘cultural framing of addiction’, Fraser et al (2014: 135) suggested that his reluctance to state which account of addiction is better or worse

---

3 Even in post-foundationalist thought, the ‘quest for grounding’ must be accepted ‘as a both impossible and indispensable enterprise’ (Marchart, 2007: 9)

4 I use the German word ‘ersatz’ here because its usage in English denotes a substitute for a real thing that cannot be used. The English equivalent ‘fake’ implies an intention to deceive, which I do not suggest here. Rather, I am suggesting that strict epistemic egalitarianism is not actually available for use by anyone who is proposing an account which they hope to be persuasive.
puts him in an ‘impasse’. The ‘way out’ which they offered is to recognise that ‘people, objects and concepts make and remake each other in specific encounters’ (Ibid:136). But this is not a way out of the analytical blockage they found in Room’s work. It provides only a way back to taking every single encounter on its own terms; an analytical impossibility for anyone who wishes to create knowledge that is generalisable or transferable. Fraser et al (Ibid: 19) wrote ‘[t]here is no “in general”. There are only singular, unstable assemblages.’ This is perhaps an admirable rejecting of scientific reductionism, but it does not give us much hope of producing knowledge that can be used in informing policies. After all, the whole point of having a policy is that it avoids treating each case as singular. Policy provide a general rule or procedure.

In effect, Fraser et al (2014) took a similar sidestep to that performed by Mol (2002). Instead of addressing the question of how we might choose between different accounts of addiction, they repeated their assertion of ontological contingency. Mol (2002:159), in answer to her own question about how different accounts could be judged against each other, stated that this is ‘[a]n important question, but not one that has to be posed in this paralyzing way’. But sidestepping a question by rephrasing it into a different question is not the same as answering it. The possibility of paralysis persists.

In forging on past her acknowledgement of this potential paralysis, Mol stated (in line with critical realist thinking) that our methods of observation always ‘interfere’ with the phenomena we are observing. But she then argued that we must move beyond judging accounts on the basis of their relationship to an antecedent reality. For her and for Law (2004), judgements between claims are to be made on normative and political rather than empirical grounds. The problem here is that radical constructionism is ‘crypto-normative’ (Sayer, 2012). It takes a critical normative stance while having no grounds on which to base that stance. It sees norms as well as knowledge to be both multiple and incommensurable. The materialist realist, Manuel DeLanda (2006: 195), argued that this kind of normative relativism is ‘at odds’ with ‘our ethico-political commitments to intervention’. By taking away the possibility to argue rationally for the superiority of any account, radical constructionism weakens our ability to resist the authoritarian imposition of knowledge and values (Latour, 2004; Parr, 2015; Sismondo, 2017).

Radical constructionism abandons the attempt to ground knowledge claims on its relationship with antecedent reality. Some of its exponents then argue (self-defeatingly) that we can judge between knowledge claims on normative grounds, but that there is no extra-discursive basis on which to ground these judgements. If we combine these claims with the Foucauldian assumption that knowledge and norms are decided on the basis of ‘centralising power’ (Lancaster, Seear, Treloar, & Ritter, 2017: 71), then whom do we expect to prevail when knowledge is contested (as it very often is in drug policy)? Will it be those who value equality, compassion and mutual respect? Or those who value struggle, conformity and domination? Without a commitment to verisimilitude in our accounts of social processes, we are left in a world of pure rhetoric, prey to abuses of power with no basis for contesting them, except our own ignorable normative preferences.

5 ‘Like ontology, the good is inevitably multiple: there is more than one of it’ (Mol, 2002: 176).
6 Law (2004:62-65) claims to evade the ‘horrors of relativism’ by stating there is a ‘third option’ between singularity and plurality in making empirical, ethical and political judgements, which is to accept the possibility of partial, situated versions. But this does not escape the charge of relativism as it just replicate the assumption that truths are plural/multiple.
Successionist causal ontology in drug policy data science

The conventional quantitative methods adopted by many data science involve a fundamentally Humean, successionist view of causation. Hume (1758: 371) wrote, ‘we have no other idea of this relation [of causation] than that of two objects, which have been frequently conjoined’. Hume’s constant conjunctions are the regularities for which data scientists search. He ruled out the attempt to create ideas about these conjunctions, seeing this as ‘metaphysical’ speculation, which should be committed ‘to the flames’ (Hume, 1772).

Interesting studies have identified regular successions from providing drug treatment to fewer crimes (Bondurant, Lindo, & Swensen, 2018; NTA, 2012), from relatively loose availability of medical marijuana to fewer opioid deaths (Powell, Pacula, & Jacobson, 2018), from the control of precursor chemicals to reductions in cocaine availability (Cunningham, Callaghan, & Liu, 2015), from various forms of drug law enforcement to various forms of harm (DeBeck et al., 2017; Werb et al., 2010), and from lax regulatory environments to increased use of alcohol (Babor et al., 2010).

Just as some critical studies in drug policy cannot sustain a thorough-going radical constructionism and so employ empirical justifications for the superiority of their accounts, so data scientists do not always adhere to a strictly Humean, empiricist separation between ‘matters of fact’ and ‘relations of ideas’. Even Hume himself could not refrain from theoretical conjecture when attempting to explain why expected regularities may not occur (Bhaskar, 1975: 41).

As Hume’s self-contradictory forays into ‘metaphysical’ speculation suggest, regular successions are not the only thing we need to know about causation. The great problem with the Humean approach to causation is that it is essentially tautological. It tell us nothing about causes that is not inherent to its definitions of a cause. To suggest a relationship is causal if there is constant conjunction, precedence and necessity in the relationship between Xs and Ys does not answer the explanatory question of why Ys occur in conjunction with Xs. Relations of causality cannot simply be read off from the common co-occurrence of two abstracted variables (Sayer, 2000), however complex the statistical model, and however tightly it fits the data. Causes are not to be found at the surface of social systems, in the coincidence of the ‘variate traces’ that we produce in measurements of actual cases (Byrne, 2011: 32). Mechanisms are distinct from variables, despite the tendency of data scientists to use these two words as if they were synonymous (e.g. Vogler, 2017). In order to explain social processes, we need to identify causal mechanisms, not statistical regularities (Byrne, 2011; Dupré & Cartwright, 1988; Hedström & Ylikoski, 2010).

This better view of causation presents a fundamental challenge to studies which attempt to close off other influence of other variables – by randomised experiment or statistical control – on the relationship between a posited causal X and a supposedly caused Y. Experimental methods are not often used in drug policy analysis, as it is difficult to randomise cases to different drug policy conditions. Data scientists have displayed a great deal of methodological imagination in creating ways to draw causal inferences from non-experimental data. These are usually based on the template of linear regressions analysis, with additional components to reduce the possibility of error in the identification of successionist effects. So we increasingly see the application of propensity score matching, regression discontinuity, difference-in-difference, event study design and instrumental variable approaches in studies of drug policy. The common feature here is the attempt

---

This succession was not found in a more recent study, looking at data over a longer time period (Shover, Davis, Gordon, & Humphreys, 2019).
to isolate the succession from X to Y from all the other conjunctions that may confound our view of it. So these studies express the hope that ‘if human behaviour were subject to experimental closure [by excluding the influence of all other variables], we could observe causal laws at work’ (Cruickshank, 2003: 46).

These types of studies can add greatly to our knowledge by indicating where to look for causal processes. Some quantitative studies adopt a nuanced and careful approach to causation. But in reading many others, I have identified four common, related characteristics that may reduce their usefulness. They may even produce knowledge that is dangerously wrong. These characteristics are observed in the methods by which some data scientists establish and report causal claims in drug policy analysis. But they originate in a particular view of the nature of causation. So they are not only epistemological concerns, relating to how best we can know the world. They are also ontological. They represent a particular view on what the world is. These four characteristics are:

- **Causal inference at a distance.** From a realist perspective, it is not enough just to find that patterns in data are consistent with a theorised mechanism existing. An important step in studying causal processes is the collection of evidence that the proposed mechanism actually exists (Rogeberg & Melberg, 2011). If the causal mechanism is not observed in action, then it cannot be known that it is that mechanism which actually is in operation. Identified successions might be consistent with many other possible mechanisms (Hedström & Ylikoski, 2010). For example, we might have an idea that changing penalties for drug possession can affect drug-related harms by affecting levels of drug use. But to know whether this particular causal process is in action, we would need to use data on levels of drug use, not just a regular conjunction between changes in penalties and indicators of harms. Purely successionist studies omit this crucial step. We can call this ‘causal inference at a distance’ because it ignores the need to develop an intimate, up-close knowledge of the mechanisms involved in producing the outcomes of drug policy.

- **Monofinality.** Many successionist studies identify one additive ‘causal recipe’ (in the form of a regression equation) as the best representation of the analysed data (Ragin, 2008). These methods are therefore monofinal, even if they include more than one independent variable and so are not monocausal. The assumption of monofinality obscures the possibility that the same outcome in different cases may have different causes (i.e. ‘equifinality’, George & Bennett, 2005). It may also ignore the complexity of contingent causation across different combinations of causal factors. The introduction of interaction terms into regression equations goes some way to acknowledging this complexity, although it still problematically assumes that ‘net effects’ of variables can be isolated ceteris paribus from complex configurations, where all else is rarely equal (Byrne, 2011; Ragin, 2008). And it is highly unusual for drug policy studies to examine more than one or two first order interactions. Many other possible combinations normally exist. These possibilities are rarely exhausted by the sensitivity analyses that econometric studies tend to include. Eliminating a small number

---

8 For example, decriminalisation of drug possession may occur because of the ‘moral dissonance’ between high rates of drug use and legal prohibition, as has been suggested as an explanation for decriminalisation of cannabis in several US states (Lempert, 1974). But it may also occur in response to concerns over the social integration of people with drug problems, as in Portugal in 2001 (Hughes & Stevens, 2010), due to a political rejection of soviet-style state oppression, as in Czechoslovakia in 1990 (Zábranský, 2004), or as an unanticipated result of a constitutional court decision, as in Germany in 1994 (Bollinger, 2004).
of alternative causal paths does not rule out the myriad combinations of observed and unobserved processes which might cause the outcome to occur.

- **Limited causal imagination.** We observe limited causal imagination when hypothesised causal mechanisms are based on only one type of theory. Economic studies, for example, often only base causal ideas on the ‘completely impoverished’ view of human motivation as being reducible to instrumental, self-interested, rational choice (Archer, 2003). This perspective is the basis of rational addiction theory (Becker & Murphy, 1988). Nobody can deny a role for rationality in human decision making without contradicting themselves (if rationality has no role, why bother justifying assertions in arguments?). But rational addiction theory fails accurately to predict the behaviour of people who use drugs, partly because it ignores genetic, neurological and sociological processes (Bretteville-Jensen, 1999; Rogeberg, 2004; Stevens, 2011a; Vale, 2010).

- **Overly confident causal claims.** It is common for drug policy researchers to find correlational associations; far rarer for them to find strong evidence of causality. Nevertheless, strong claims are often made. Every time an abstract or conclusion slips from reporting a statistical association to stating that one variable ‘increased’, ‘reduced’, ‘limited’, ‘impacted’, ‘induced’ or ‘generated’ another, a strong causal claim is being made.

Evidence that these inconsistencies commonly occur in the quantitative drug policy studies was provide, for example, by Rogeberg and Melberg (2011) survey of 64 researchers who published studies using rational addiction theory. The majority of these researchers accepted the claims that such research could provide ‘causal insight’ without observing causal processes. In other words, they supported what I have called causal inference at a distance. Rogeberg and Melberg argued these researchers did not meet the threshold of being even ‘crudely rational’. Such remote causal inference is not rational from the realist perspective which Rogeberg and Melberg adopted. But it is entirely consistent for a Humean ontologist to deny the need for any other information than the contiguity in the observed relation between X and Y. This is the successionist approach which is often used in data science, even though – as discussed above – it is tautological and unsustainable in practice.

---

9 Rational addiction theory ‘illustrate how absurd choice theories in economics get taken seriously as possibly true explanations and tools for welfare analysis despite being poorly interpreted, empirically unfalsifiable, and based on wildly inaccurate assumptions’ (Rogeberg, 2004: 263). The contrast between the ‘ontologically oriented’ and the critical realist critique of individualist rational action theory shows well the analytical paralysis of radical constructionism. While critical realists, such as Rogeberg (2004) and Archer (2003), can consistently claim to offer a better account of human agency, Moore’s (2011) radical constructionist critique of the ‘monadic individualism’ of agency in agent-based modelling can only offer a different version of agency, without having a consistent basis for arguing that policy makers should use one version instead of another in creating their policies.
More evidence comes from a recent review that aimed to ‘highlight studies that measure the causal effect of recent policies on opioid abuse and mortality’ (Doleac, Mukherjee, & Schnell, 2018, emphasis in original). The studies which Doleac et al selected provided many examples of the four characteristics of successionist data science. They explicitly excluded qualitative research and observational studies which did not provide some counter-factual analysis, on the grounds that these could not provide causal insight. They cited 28 studies (listed in Figure 1) that reported on the effect of an intervention or programme. Of these studies, 18 did not include observations of a posited causal process, and so display causal inference at a distance. Twenty-two expressed this causal process in one additive equation (with no interaction terms) and so displayed monofinality. Nine did not provide a theoretical explanation for the link they investigate between intervention and outcome, so relying on a purely successionist concept of causation. Of the 19 that did provide a causal explanation or theory, six based their causal imagination on the limiting perspectives of
instrumental rational choice theory. And 1S present their primary finding as a strong causal claims on the basis of observed associations.

Doleac and Mukherjee’s own (2018) controversial working paper on the ‘moral hazard’ of naloxone displayed all four of the problematic characteristics of successionist data science, as shown in Figure 1. It made the strong causal claim that ‘broadening naloxone access increased opioid-related mortality by 14%’ in the mid-west region of the USA. Later scrutiny showed this result to be highly sensitive to the specification of the regression discontinuity (Border, 2018). And more recent, peer-reviewed research shows effects of naloxone distribution on mortality in the opposite direction to those found by Doleac and Mukherjee (Abouk, Pacula, & Powell, 2019). More caution was warranted in their making of their causal claim, which may – if taken into policy making – have had the effect of limiting access to a life-saving intervention.

The increasing sophistication of the methods used in data science provide increasingly specific clues on where to look for causes. But successionist studies that assume rather than demonstrate particular causal processes may lead us astray, sometimes dangerously so. To understand the causal processes that operate in drug policy, we need a different approach.

Critical realist ontology for drug policy research

Depth ontology

In his Realist Theory of Science, Roy Bhaskar (1975) presented a nested ontological model. His three domains of reality fit together like a Russian doll, with the domain of the ‘empirical’ being inside the domain of the ‘actual’, which is inside the domain of the ‘real’ (see Figure 2). The effects of real causal processes are the actual events which we observe empirically. Bhaskar argued that we can only assume that causal mechanisms operate when we are not observing them if we assume that these mechanisms are independent of the events they generate. Similarly, we can only make sense of our perceptions of these events if we assume that they occur ‘independently of experience’.

‘Structures and mechanisms then are real [domain of real] and distinct from the patterns of events [domain of actual] that they generate; just as events are real and distinct from the experiences in which they are apprehended [domain of empirical]’ (Bhaskar, 1975:56).

This approach shares much that is critical with some assumptions made by authors inspired by the ontological turn, especially the idea that no scientific finding or concept is ‘simply or self-evidently real’ (Fraser et al 2014: 147). Critical realism ‘recognizes the materiality of somatic, psychological and social experience, but conceptualizes this materiality as mediated by culture, language and politics’ (Usshier, 2010: 23). It does not see reality as fixed and stable, or (as some have implied) attempt to extract ‘isolatable’ causal mechanisms from the social systems in which they emerge (Rhodes & Lancaster, 2019: 4). Rather, it sees reality as complex, open, dynamic, heterogeneous, relational and emergent (Jessop, 2005; Pratten, 2013; Rutzou, 2017). This is why there is a dotted line at the bottom of Figure 2. New realities can emerge which transform the actual. And new perspectives can be created which destabilise our empirical understandings.
Critical realism does not advocate an omniscient, mono-perspectival, value-neutral attempt to capture and fix the world in one scientific approach. Rather, it accepts different perspectives and methods as helpful in developing more adequate accounts of a complex reality. It does insist on ‘judgemental rationality’ and the need to choose between competing accounts of the world (Archer et al., 2017), or – as Stenger (2018: 91-92) puts it – to ‘authorise one way of understanding over possible other ways’. But it would be a misconception to think that critical realism operates a correspondence theory of truth which identifies the real with the empirical, or to think of it as promoting a value-free science (Cruickshank, 2003; Sayer, 2000). It accepts the culturally mediated and theory-laden nature of our knowledge. Indeed, it develops an ‘epistemic relativism’ which is ‘entailed both by ontological realism and by the transformational conception of social activity’ (Bhaskar, 1998: 57-58). Knowledge is contingent on structural and cultural conditions, which are open to change through social action (Archer et al., 2017). We have no direct access to the domain of the real. It is, in the critical realist definitions, beyond the grasp of our concepts. But we have to operate on the belief that there is a reality beyond or behind our concepts if they are to have any meaning (Graeber, 2015).

As Graeber notes, ‘[t]he fact that the object of science is, to some degree, constituted by the theory and practice of science itself, does not mean that reality is entirely so constituted’ (Ibid:26). So critical realist ontology differs from that of both strictly successionist data science and radical constructionist critique. It places both as operating at the level of the empirical, rather than the deeper level of which we need to develop better understandings in studying drug policy and its effects. This is why critical realists accuse both successionists and radical constructionists of using a ‘flat’ ontology which commits the ‘epistemic fallacy’ of conflating our knowledge of reality with reality itself (Bhaskar, 1975; Cruickshank, 2003; Graeber, 2015). We prefer a ‘depth’ ontology which maintains the necessary separation between concepts and antecedent reality. We seek out the causal powers and properties which underlie the events which we observe, as well as the ways in which we – at least partly - create them.

In radical constructionist studies, flat ontology accompanies the denial of the ‘mind-independence’ of actual reality, so restricting our view of reality as if it only exists in the empirical realm, in our
interactions with those elements of it that are available for our direct apprehension (DeLanda, 2006). In data science, flat ontology merges the empirical with the actual by assuming direct correspondence between observed data and actual events. For critical realists, empirical data are related to but separate from actual events and from the real causal mechanisms that produce these events. We need to use data carefully to produce (inductively) and test (deductively) ideas about how events are generated. What are the mechanisms that produce ‘demi-regularities’ (Lawson, 1997) in the social world, and how are they activated? In order to improve drug policy analysis, we need continually to gather qualitative and quantitative data on events and their meanings, to develop ideas on how these are generated, and to test these ideas to produce more nuanced and accurate understandings of the structures and mechanisms that generate drug policy and its outcomes.

This is a ‘process-in-motion’ that has ‘no foreseeable end’ (Bhaskar, 1975:16), as we move to deeper – but always provisional – knowledge. This never-ending process can move us forward to understandings that are better, in the conventional sense that they enable us to explain a wider range of phenomena, but also in the critical sense that they expose the ways in which knowledges, practices and reality are entangled with each other (Stenger, 2018). Critical realism cannot provide certainty about what is real, but it can provide criteria for choosing between conflicting accounts of what is real. It is compatible with a ‘slow science’ which holds us in suspense as to the possibility of discovering an ultimate truth. But it does so in a way that allows us to use, pragmatically, the limited knowledge we do have to promote fulfilment of values which we can rationally justify (Sayer, 2011; Stevens, 2011b).

**Generative causation**

The task of drug policy analysis is therefore to move us towards such deeper understandings of the real structures and mechanisms that generate the phenomena we observe. This can partly be done by developing more sophisticated causal models. For example, a recent study by Otten et al (2018) included observation of various intervening steps between early childhood stress and early adolescent substance use, rather than assuming that these steps occur without observing them. By taking us through the sequence from children’s life experiences at ages 2 to 5, to problems in inhibitory control at ages 7 and 8, to deviance at ages 9 and 10, Otten et al provide a better understanding of how some children come to use substances at age 14. But theirs is still a successionist approach, incorporating several causal arrow from Xs to Ys. To inform a critical realist understanding of the causation of early substance use, we need to go deeper. Each of these steps in the sequence needs to be accompanied by an idea of why one set of events might lead to the next.

Critical realists also retain a critical distance from terms like ‘inhibitory control’ and ‘deviance’, in line with our qualified social constructionism, which acknowledges the ‘made-ness’ of social realities, but sees them as constructed from ‘something rather than nothing’ (Byrne, 2011: 20). These variables represent socially constructed categories in the domain of the empirical, created in part by the scales that are used to measure them. They are the socially shaped variate traces of the actual behaviours of the children included in the study.

In open social systems, we recognise that ‘people make things happen’ and so examines the reasoning and capacities that people deploy (Pawson, 2008). We therefore must not stop at identifying successions between events. We must study the conscious and unconscious decision-making of both the people who use drugs, and of the people who make policy about them. We can,
for example, usefully supplement Otten et al’s successionist causal model with information from qualitative research on parental experiences of adverse childhood events, and of how to increase children’s resilience to them (Woods-Jaeger, Cho, Sexton, Slagel, & Goggin, 2018).

The move to generative explanation will therefore be a collective endeavour, undertaken by disparate researchers across many disciplines. Part of the point in following established conventions for the communication of research findings is to enable the accumulation of this knowledge. Some processes for accumulation – such as systematic reviews and meta-analyses – limit their selection of studies in order to produce a more rigorous account of observed successions. This has the disadvantage of excluding knowledge that could be very useful in producing and testing ideas on how drug policy interventions produce outcomes. The review by Doleac et al (2018), for example, would have benefitted greatly from the inclusion of evidence from observational and qualitative studies on how and why people use naloxone, needle exchanges and other harm reduction measures to reduce risks of drug use (e.g. Boucher et al., 2017; Marshall, Dechman, Minichiello, Alcock, & Harris, 2015; Neale et al., 2019; Rhodes et al., 2011).

A more recent example of how to use qualitative data to provide explanations of observed statistical patterns is provided by Roberts et al’s (2019) study of different responses of people who use opioids to ‘lock-in’ restrictions on where they can fill their prescriptions. Other approaches to mixing these methods include using qualitative analysis to inform the development of quantitative, agent-based simulation models (e.g. Dray et al, 2012). Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA, Ragin, 2000, 2008) involves iterative dialogue between numerical data and substantive knowledge of cases. An example is my study of the complex causation of high national rates of adolescent cannabis use (Stevens, 2016).

Critical realist review

There is a method which has been specifically developed for the accumulation of knowledge that supports the ‘process-in-motion’ of critical realism by developing and testing ideas on the complex, contingent generation of outcomes. This is the realist review (Pawson, Greenhalgh, Harvey, & Walshe, 2005). Its aim is to develop a ‘programme theory’, which is ‘an abstracted description and/or diagram that lays out what a program (or family of programs or intervention) comprises and how it is expected to work’ (Wong, Westhorp, Pawson, & Greenhalgh, 2013: 24). Critical realist review differs from less critical versions by acknowledging the politically and culturally mediated nature of its aims and methods (Edgley, Stickley, Timmons, & Meal, 2016). It recognises the essentially normative nature of the attempt to produce knowledge, asking not only ‘what works for whom’, but also what ‘works’ means, and why we value this (Sayer, 2011). It places the configurations of programme context, mechanisms and outcomes (CMO) which it constructs in the context of the open, complex social systems which they inhabit and affect (Archer, 1995).

A recent example which I led developed a programme theory of alternatives to criminalisation for simple possession of drugs (Stevens, Hughes, Hulme, & Cassidy, 2019). We reviewed these approaches in nine selected countries (Australia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Jamaica, Netherlands, Portugal, UK, USA) in a project for the Irish government. The programme theory includes three overlapping causal pathways (normative, criminal justice, and health and social services) through which different forms of depenalisation, diversion and decriminalisation trigger various outcomes in combination with specified contexts.
For example, the ‘gateway effect’ is one of the posited mechanisms that is included in this programme theory. This is because it has been suggested (e.g. by Kelly & Rasul, 2014) as one of the processes by which reducing penalties for possessing one drug may increase the use and so the harms of other drugs. But this depends on at least two intervening processes occurring. One is that reducing penalties does indeed increase the use of the supposed gateway drug. The other is that this will increase the use of other drugs. Kelly and Rasul (2014) used rational addiction theory to suggest that depenalisation reduces the price of cannabis, so increasing use. But there may also be other mechanisms involved, such as neurobiological priming, or the ‘supply gateway’ of introducing people who use one drugs to suppliers of others, or common causation of use of various substances, as implicitly suggested by Otten et al (2018). And there may be other, counter-balancing mechanisms (such as the stigma associated with some ‘harder’ drugs) which prevent increases in their use. Each part of the programme theory therefore highlights the need to deepen our understanding of each component of the complex web of causation, and also to observe and develop ideas on how these combine with other contexts and mechanisms.

Our review of depenalisation, diversion and decriminalisation was critical in that it placed the CMO combinations it identified within Archer’s (1995) ‘morphogenetic’ approach to the interplay of contexts, mechanisms and outcomes with the cultural and structural conditions in which they operate. It notes the role that our methods played in constructing the programme theory, and discusses how this might have been ‘otherwise’. We were not as explicit in stating our political positions as Edgley et al’s (2012) avowedly ‘left libertarian’ analysis of the ‘politics of recovery in mental health’. But we did clearly state our normative, political interest in helping to reduce the harms done by the criminal justice system while protecting public health. We noted how the political process through which the review was established for the Irish government led us away from asking research questions that may have been more politically challenging, for example on ethnic disparities and on legitimacy in law enforcement. It is through these type of explicit reflection on political and normative positions that critical realist studies acknowledge the entanglement of knowledge with values. The difference here with radical constructionism is that critical realism also provides reasons why we should prefer some value positions over others (Sayer, 2011; Vandenberghe, 2019).

Such critical realist analysis has not often been used in drug policy analysis, although there have been realist reviews of the impact of economic recession on illicit drug use (Nagelhout et al., 2017) and of brief interventions for alcohol misuse delivered in hospital emergency departments (Davey, Landy, Pecora, Quintero, & McShane, 2015). Each provided useful information on contingent combinations from which specific outcomes can emerge, even in the absence of randomised studies or instrumental variables by which to study causal inference. Another review is under way on ‘complex interventions to prevent adolescents from engaging in multiple risk behaviours’ (Cooper, Lhussier, Shucksmith, & Carr, 2017). Given the policy importance of interventions such as medically

---

10 Kelly and Rasul’s (2014) study of the Lambeth cannabis warning scheme provide a fascinating example of multi-stage causal inference at a distance. They assumed causal links from reduced penalties for cannabis possession in a London borough to lower prices, to increased use of cannabis, to increased use of ‘harder’ class A drugs, to observed increases in hospitalisations for class A drugs in that borough compared to others. But they did not directly observe or report data on cannabis prices, or on cannabis use, or on use of class A substances. Other studies on the national implementation of the cannabis warning scheme disconfirmed the hypothesis of a causal effect in increasing cannabis use (Braakmann & Jones, 2014; Hamilton, Lloyd, Hewitt, & Godfrey, 2014).
supervised drug consumption rooms which are hard to randomise but normatively important to transfer between contexts (Pardo et al., 2018), there is great scope for more critical realist reviews to be done in this field.

When the findings of evidence reviews do not fit the political priorities of the powerful, they may be ignored (Kelly, 2018; Stevens, 2019). There is no possibility of creating – in line with some kind of technocratic ‘geek manifesto’ (Henderson, 2012) - a value-free, politically neutral, ‘evidence-based’ policy (Monaghan & Boaz, 2018; Moore & Fraser, 2015). But this does not mean we should abandon the collective effort to build more accurate, less biased representations of actual events and real causal processes in order to better inform policy debates. Critical realism shares with science and technology studies (STS) an interest in how power inequalities affect what forms of knowledge come to be seen as legitimate. Contested knowledge debates in drug policy will not be decided solely on the basis of the most sophisticated or accurate representations of reality. Structurally asymmetric power will influence what evidence is used in policy (Stevens, 2011c). However, what critical realism can do – which radical constructionist studies influenced by STS cannot – is provide some empirical grounds for consistently challenging forms of knowledge which are inadequate in describing and explaining our observations of reality.

Critical realist discourse analysis

In addition to better understanding of the contexts and mechanisms though which drug policy outcomes are generated, we also need better understandings of the ways in which drug policy itself is produced. The tools of discourse analysis help us to do this by tracing the origins and presence of particular conceptions in drug policy. But, as shown above, critical discourse analysis based on a radical constructionist ontology is self-defeating. There is, however, a critical realist form of discourse analysis (Flatschart, 2016; Sims-Schouten, Riley, & Willig, 2007). The crucial difference is that critical realist discourse analysis acknowledges that there is an external reality to which analysed discourses may apply. It therefore becomes an important step in the analysis to identify relevant extra-discursive features of the field.

In Ussher’s (2010) critical realist study of the medicalisation of ‘women’s misery’, these included the somatic, material side effects of selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitor drugs, as well as evidence on the equivalent effectiveness of placebo, diet, exercise, and cognitive-behavioural therapy in treating low mood. In my analysis of the UK government’s failure to act on recommendations to reduce opioid-related deaths (Stevens, 2019), antecedent realities included the rise in opioid-related deaths since 2012, the concentration of these deaths in deindustrialised working class areas, and the long project of partial state shrinkage in which the Conservative Party and its financial backers have engaged since the 1970s. In both studies, inclusion of material realities which are – at least partly – anterior to our research methods helps to sharpen the critique. These phenomena are known through empirical data that is selectively framed and imperfectly measured. But these data are only intelligible and refutable if we assume that they have some relation to actual events.

Different ‘mid-range’ theoretical frameworks, including the advocacy coalition framework of Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993), the multiple streams approach of Kingdon (1984) and the punctuated equilibrium theory (PET) of Baumgartner and Jones (1993) all provide ideas that have been used in studying the contexts and mechanisms of drug policy change (Houborg & Asmussen Frank, 2014; Kübler, 2001; Ritter & Bammer, 2010; Rychert & Wilkins, 2018). Rychert and Wilkins, for example, used PET in highlighting processes of positive and negative mobilisation around the
regulation of new psychoactive substances (NPS) in New Zealand. From a critical realist perspective, these mobilisations emerge from configurations of real structures and mechanisms which relate to (but do not exactly reflect) real effects of NPS and their sale and regulation. Critical realist discourse analysis enables us to examine the contexts and mechanisms posited by these policy theories. It accepts a necessary distinction between anterior and discursive realities, encompassing both without conflating them into a flat ontology.

Conclusion

In this article, I have criticised the flat ontological assumptions of both strictly successionist data science and radical constructionist critique as they have been used in some studies of drug policy. This leads us to a consideration of how critical realism can be used to overcome these antinomies. Critical realism is anti-foundationalist. Its claims do not arise from a pretended direct, empiricist access to causal law. It acknowledges a transitive aspect to reality in which our methods of observations will ‘interfere’, as well as an antecedent, anterior, intransitive aspect which ‘lurks behind’ our observations. As Bhaskar (1975: 250) concluded, ‘there could not be knowledge without antecedents’.

Critical realism enables analysis of knowledges as contingent and varied across time and spaces. This shows us that we do not have direct access to understanding how things occur. But to reject the idea that some forms of knowledge are superior because they help us better to understand real entities and processes which are external to our research methods is to invite the paralysis of the radical constructionist position. We are left, therefore with the provisional, fallible ontological thesis of critical realism; that there is a reality external to knowledge, but our knowledge of it is inevitable provisional and fallible.

Critical realist ontology encourages us to avoid making overly confident causal claims based on any one research method or theory. We must avoid a rush to premature closure of questions on which form of regulation of drug markets, or which prevention, treatment and harm reduction interventions lead to the best combinations of freedom and health. We need to capture discontinuous moments of the heterogeneous flux of reality in order to produce accounts of it. But we should not translate this into a belief that reality itself can be pinned down, fixed and ‘solidified’ by a particular form of analysis (Rutzou, 2017). Critical realism agrees with constructionists on the need to challenge, problematise and destabilise accepted knowledges. It suggests that we combine analytical forces across disciplines to create better understandings of the complex processes which underlie the data we collect on drug policies.

David Moore has himself participated in the type of multidisciplinary research that is needed to provide such deeper understandings of drug policy (Dray et al., 2012). In reflecting on this engagement between quantitative and qualitative methods, he suggested that some qualitative researchers might have to ‘suspend their theoretical and epistemological commitments’ (Moore, 2011:74) in order to inform policy. I suggest, rather, that we do not need to ‘suspend’ theoretical

11 Moore (2011: 81) called this the ‘suspension mode of multidisciplinary engagement’. On the basis of ideas from Law and Mol, he argued that qualitative researchers should also consider the ‘ontological politics’ of these encounters. However, his suggestions on how multidisciplinary research can inform policy come in a section of his chapter on the ‘suspension mode’. His section on ‘ontological politics’ raises a number of
viewpoints, but rather to adopt a coherent ontological position which is compatible with multi-
method collaboration. We can then avoid the self-paralysis of radical constructionism by using
empirical data critically to produce more sophisticated and nuanced accounts. We can use these
accounts coherently to argue for better drug policies.

For quantitative researchers, the implications of a critical realist ontological approach are fourfold,
at least. We need to combine sophisticated causal models with close observations of causal
processes in action, rather than making assumptions about them from a distance. We should
recognise the possibility of multiple configurations of conditions producing similar outcomes (or
different outcomes from different combinations). This can be done by making greater use of case-
oriented methods, such as QCA, which allow for equifinality (Ragin, 2008). We should not treat
variables that have been abstracted from cases as if they have independent causal powers (Byrne,
2011). We should instead use methods that combine quantitative measurement and analysis with
qualitative information and judgements (George & Bennett, 2005; Ragin, 2000). We should draw on
a wide range of theoretical perspectives in developing causal hypotheses, and avoid relying on
‘individualistic and asocial’ (Byrne, 2011: 182) rational choice theory (and especially ‘absurd’ rational
addiction theory) alone. And we need to be cautious in reporting the consistency of the associations
we discover with posited causal mechanisms, rather than pretending to identify causal laws directly.
All this should be done while recognising the imperfections of the data we use and that the empirical
does not correspond directly to the actual or real domains of reality.

Critical realism provides a sound theoretical basis for producing better knowledge to use in criticising
and improving policy (Matthews, 2014). Its combination of ontological realism, epistemic relativism
and judgemental rationality supports a combination of qualified constructionism and cautious data
science in drug policy analysis. The collective effort I am calling for should not arbitrarily exclude any
particular method or source of knowledge. It cannot treat social and political questions as if they can
be answered by science alone (Reeves, 2009). We should not limit the forms of evidence we
consider to just those produced by highly qualified researchers using designs that aim for quasi-
experimental closure. People who use drugs are vital partners in the effort to improve knowledge on
drug policy, as they have the necessary intimate, up-close knowledge of the events and processes
involved. We can work together towards improved accounts through the skilled implementation of
our continually developing methods of research, and in collaborative ‘symbiosis’ (Stenger, 2018)
with people who hold other forms of knowledge. This will help us create always-provisional but
increasingly useful explanations of why certain forms of drug policy exist and of how they produce
particular outcomes in specific contexts. Such claims can only be made coherently if we adopt an
ontology which is both critical and realist.
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